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A GOOD SUCCESSION
PLAN ISN’T JUST
ABOUT LONG-TERM
SECURITY — IT’S ABOUT
ONGOING DEVELOPMENT
AND GROWTH
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f you got excited thinking this article is going
to be my long-awaited review of season three
of HBO’s Succession, I’m really, really sorry.
I mean … we’re all a little disappointed,
because let’s face it — association succession
planning is just not as sexy or exciting as Succession. The upside is that your process doesn’t have
to be as dramatic, provocative, and full of terrible
people as the hit TV show.
Though maybe if it was, more associations
2*0')њ/+0/$/*Ȃю
Amy Repke, vice president of communications
and marketing for Community Associations Institute, says many associations simply don’t create
a plan — or create a subpar one — because it
takes time to do it right. They think they have
something better to do with their time.
“It’s not just associations. I saw it in the business world as well. We spend a lot of our time just
doing the work,” Repke says. “It feels like there
is only time to do the work, to do quality work.
If you’re thinking about tomorrow, it’s because
there’s a deadline. But if you don’t carve out the
time to look down the road, look to what’s coming next, it will come back to bite you.”

I
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Taking Stock

To be fair, to create a plan that helps guide the
progression and professional development of
your team, puts in place steps and options for
replacing vacated positions, allows for retention
of institutional knowledge, and lays the foundation for attracting and hiring new talent is going
to take some time.
/њ./$( /#/)( )/# $Ȃ - )  /2 )
a thriving, growing organization and one that
*ݧ0) -. 1 -4/$( /# - $.#$"#ѣ' 1 '+ -.*)nel change.
But to do it right, you should thoroughly take
stock of almost every aspect of your organization.
This ideally starts at the very heart of the orga)$5/$*)юȅ -''я$/* .)њ/*)4"**/*'4
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approve certain promotions or that there are issues
or conditions that make it unlikely certain people
will stay with you long enough to be part of the plan.
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“We need people
who question why
we’re doing things
the way we’ve
been doing them
and who bring
some different
perspectives.
The publishing
industry is
constantly
moving, so we
need to broaden
our view of
what we need.”
Andrea Klee

Publisher of National Electrical
Contractors Association’s
Electrical Contractor

I’m also willing to bet that most associations don’t have cultures where a
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need to know how they think and what they’re
looking for from us. We had tried to shoehorn an
editorial person into this role, and he did a fantas/$%*я0//# ) .- %0.//**$Ȃ - )/)*2ю
We needed someone who specialized in that role.”
How people interact with content and the
formats that are most useful in their professional
'$1 .- #)"$)"ю# /# -/# . .#$ȅ.- +- . )/
a need for a sea-change or merely a slight change
in content priorities will vary by industry. But associations have to be in touch with daily life in the
+-*! ..$*)./# 4- +- . )/я.4.$Ȃ)$' 3) -я
associate vice president of editorial strategy for
..*$/$*)*!*-+*-/ *0). 'ю
ћ0#*!/# .#$ȅ$)1*'1 .(*- $"$/'*)/ )/Ѧ
content that is both easy to access and interactive.
#$.*ȅ )' ./*$.0..$*)*0/1$ **-
+*./.ю(''.#$ȅ.$)/#/$- /$*)*0' 
#)' 4 3$./$)"./Ȃя4*0-/4+$' $/*-я*-
*((0)$/$*).+-*! ..$*)'яќ' 3) -.4.ю
“But the demand and need for this content requires
(%*-.#$ȅ$)*)/ )/./-/ "4ю /#$)&4*0њ- 
going to see more and more associations with
1$ * $/*-.)0$* $/*-.ю /њ.'.*)*/*0/
of the question to imagine a publishing team with
an educational production manager who deals

“We’re not competing with other
organizations to hire or retain people.
We’re competing with people themselves.
Between the gig economy and the surge
in hybrid or fully remote work, we have
to match a much higher level of comfort,
satisfaction, and work-life balance.”

with webinars and on-demand learning platforms.
New positions like these could be especially
appealing as they can also be ways to create
or grow revenue.”
ћ# - .#*0')њ/ )4*) *)./Ȃ)*/- /$)"
content,” Jovan Hackley, director of communi/$*).!*-/#  )/ -!*-*((0)$/4-*"- ..я
.4.юћ - $)/# 0.$) ..*!+ *+' ю *+' - 
)"" я(*/$1/ 4./*-$ .ю !/# - $..*( *) 
in the organization not part of the storytelling pro ..Ѧ4*0њ- ($..$)"*++*-/0)$/$ .ю*0њ- ($..$)"
$ .я 3+ -$ ) .я)$).$"#/.ю њ- *((0)$ѣ
cators. We have a lot of power in our hands. That
shouldn’t be limited to what one person can come
up with.”

Hiring Strategically
.$/%0./( *-$'*/*!2#//# 42 - /'&$)"
about sound a bit like “you need new people”?
Of course, hiring is a vitally important aspect
of succession planning, not just to make sure you
have a strong, healthy culture and people with the
.&$''./*(/##)"$)"$)0./-4) .ю /њ.$(+*-ѣ
/)/!*-/# *1$*0.- .*)ѐ *+' ' 1 %*.ю
ћ*( + *+' /#$)&./Ȃ2$'') 1 -' 1 ю# 4
/#$)&/# $-./Ȃ- #++4я*)/ )/я)'*4'яќ
 +& .4.юћ*0-./Ȃ($"#/ ''/#*. /#$)".ю
But we all have internal drives. They could be
otherwise perfectly happy, and then a day comes
when they realize to achieve a certain goal, they
have to leave.”
The pandemic and the Great Resignation are
+ -! / 3(+' .*!/#$.я.# .4.ю
 *+' 2#*2 - #++42$/#/# $-%**)0 .4
woke up on Wednesday and decided they wanted
(*- *-.*( /#$)"$Ȃ - )/ю# /# -$/2.*0/
.! /4я ) ݦ/.)*(+ )./$*)я( )$)"!0'
work, or some combination of those, hundreds
of thousands of people moved to better jobs.
Continued on page 34

Jovan Hackley
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Director of communications for the Center for Community Progress
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WHERE THE RUBBER MEETS THE ROAD
From a more hierarchical standpoint, Jovan Hackley, director of
communications for the Center
for Community Progress, says it’s
vital for communications to play
a key role on the association’s
senior team — and thorough succession planning can be the key
to making that happen.
“Every major initiative should
have someone from communications involved from the very
beginning — earlier even, when
possible,” he says. “It’s happening.
I see some associations doing it,
but some still don’t get it. The

message is what matters the most.
The message is how people see, touch,
or hear it. You could have the greatest program, product, or event ever.
If no one knows it’s the greatest,
that’s exactly who’s going to benefit
from it — no one.”
It’s a trend Tiffani Alexander,
associate vice president of editorial
strategy for Association of Corporate
Counsel, is seeing more of these days.
“I’ve seen the creation of roles like
chief content officer as organizations
realize that everything we produce
is, essentially, content. Therefore,
a strong strategy as it relates to

your member- or customer-facing
content is crucial,” Alexander
says. “You want to communicate
consistent messaging throughout
your organization, whether it be an
email campaign, website content, or
within your traditional publications.
These newer roles provide that
continuity and strategic vision.”
Though, from a marcomm perspective, is that really enough?
Hackley doesn’t think so.
He says associations would
benefit greatly by shifting the
philosophy around all the job
descriptions in the organization.
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attrition data and exit survey data to understand
the patterns of who is leaving and why.
“I love the wisdom of Dr. Erin Thomas on this
topic. In addition to exit interviews, she suggests
talking to the departing employee’s manager, closest collaborators, and work friends,” Robertson
says. “Her unconventional advice is to circle back
2$/#/#  +-/$)" (+'*4 ШѥУФ(*)/#.ȅ -
/# 4њ1 ' ȅя2# )/# 4њ- (*- '$& '4/*#1 /# 
perspective of what wasn’t working and be willing
to share it.”
Well within our seemingly current theme of circling back, this brings us back to: Who as the time?
Robertson says people who do this succession
planning work have the time, because they aren’t
constantly hiring and training new people.
Turns out that saves a lot of time.

Adaptable, Nimble

As with so many aspects of association life, succession planning can and will look wildly different
from organization to organization. It may even
'**&$Ȃ - )/!-*(/ (/*/ ($)/# .( 
association.
ћ /*0' *ݧ2#-/я)))*// *-"#-/я
a collection of dossiers, or just about anything,”
Repke says. “It also can be more informal. One of
/# /#$)". -*0"#/!-*(/# !*-ѣ+-*ݦ/2*-'2.
my checkups. Each week, I meet with everyone
individually. I ask how they are feeling about their
work. I ask what new challenges they are facing,
which challenges keep coming up over and over.
Then quarterly, we meet, and I ask what professional

“Attracting
and retaining talent
starts with having an
honest look inward at your
current culture. How are you
Who
growing and developing
is rising up
your team now?
the ranks? Who
is choosing to leave
and why? You need to do an
honest look inward.”
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Tara Robertson

Principal, Tara Robertson
Consulting
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“We’re not competing with other organizations
to hire or retain people,” Hackley says. “We’re competing with people themselves. Between the gig
economy and the surge in hybrid or fully remote
work, we have to match a much higher level of
comfort, satisfaction, and work-life balance.”
He says associations that don’t take a hard look
/2#//# 4- *Ȃ -$)")2#//# 4- .&$)"
for from employees and potential hires are going
to be in for some bad times.
I know, I know. It sounds like we’re back to Step 1.
Well, it turns out that once you start that process
of purposeful introspection, you really should make
it an ongoing, regular process.
I’ve heard several people use the analogy of getting GPS driving directions. Your phone doesn’t spit
out every twist and turn when you leave the drive24)/# ).#0/*Ȃю*0& +/#/'$//' .0& -
mounted as close to your face as is safe, and you
check it every 5 seconds. And it recalculates every
time you miss a turn.
Maintaining, retaining, and planning for success
is pretty much just like that.
Fortunately, Robertson notes there are a lot of
ways and tools for associations to monitor and
improve. She recommends auditing your voluntary

iStock.com/enviromantic

development they’ve done and
what professional development
they want to do.
“They feel heard. They feel supported. Everyone wants that,” she
says. “And I get a better understanding of how to help them
with their day-to-day. I get a much
 // -#) *!+0//$)"*0/ݦ- .
before they even start. And I get
 // -. ). *!#*2/*'$ȅ/# (
up to where they want to go and
who among them would even be
interested in moving up.”
Whatever documentation form
your plan takes, it’s pretty safe to
.4$/2*0' ) ݦ/!-*( $)"
able to constantly change. There
$.яȅ -''я/#/.4$)"*0/+').я
mice, and men.
Which is an important thing
to remember: Just because you
planned it, that doesn’t mean it’s
going to happen.
“Not everyone wants to be a
leader. Not everyone wants to
step in,” Repke says. “We all have
personal goals. Not everyone
wants to be a leader, and that’s
OK. That has to be OK. That also
means that if you assume your
designer wants to become an art
director, but you never ask them,
you’re going to be scrambling
when your art director leaves.”
So, what’s your Plan B?
“We’re not like a lot of professions.
We’re not doctors or scientists.
There is no book of established
knowledge,” Hackley says. “Ours
is a series of borrowed disciplines — sociology, psychology,
anthropology, and, and, and. Ours is
the learning seat. If you think you’ve
"*/$/''"ݦ0- *0/)4*0" /*0/
*!/#/. /я4*0" /' ȅ #$)ю
“This is going to sound harsh:
If you’ve gotten tired of learning,
get out of this business,” he says.
ћ*  Ȃ /$1 *(municators, we have
to be eternal learners,
eternal teachers.”
Thomas Marcetti is associate editor for
Signature. He fibbed about having a longawaited Succession review. He hasn’t even
watched a single episode of the show.

Designing a great
member survey takes
experience and expertise.
Trust Readex Research to take your
information needs, craft a great
questionnaire and get it right the
ﬁrst time. When your survey is done,
we’ll be with you to make sure you
understand the numbers and put
them to work for your association.

Let’s get started today!

readexresearch.com
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ACCESSIBLE CONTENT STRATEGIES
NEED TO INCLUDE MORE THAN
CREATIVE ADD-ONS
BY THOMAS MARCETTI

t seems like a lot of conversations these days about
accessible content are focused on transcriptions, captions, and optimization for screen readers.
Yes, those things are incredibly important. However, a lot
of those conversations approach accessibility in a potentially
problematic way. That is, “How do we change the content we
have to make it work for more people?”
What we should be asking is, “How do we create content
that’s intrinsically accessible?”
“Publishers are slowly seeing the need to make accessibility
(*- /#))ȅ -/#*0"#/яќ.4. ))#$. я0$ ) 
growth and retention editor for McClatchy. “Our industry is
 4*)'/ /*/# - '$5/$*))$.0 !*-0'/0- .#$ȅю
Editors are positioned to propel much-needed change —
even if it takes one story at a time.”
Wise is also a Reynolds Journalism Institute Fellow at the
University of Missouri, where she is creating a toolkit to
guide newsrooms through evaluating the accessibility
of their products to the disability community and
how they represent disability in their coverage.
“Journalism is about clearly conveying information, so editors must hold the words we
use to the highest standards of accuracy and clarity,” Wise says. “If you

iStock.com/mrgao
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are reading this and have never edited a
story with a disabled source, you’re failing. Disabled voices are rarely included
in the conversation about who is missing in a piece, which leaves millions of
disabled people in the U.S. watching for
their moment to be recognized.”

Accessible by Design

Disability advocate Dr. Kimberly KennedyBarrington says, in general, organizations
of all kinds are doing the bare minimum
to address accessibility. Largely, she says,
this is because they are approaching it
.)ȅ -/#*0"#/я)ѣ*)я-/# -
than an intrinsic foundation.
“Even people who want to help —
many of them think it will cost too much.
I made a presentation to a group of con/-/*-.).#*2 /# (/# $Ȃ - ) 
in the cost of making a building accessible. It takes a little more planning, but
there is no extra material cost if you build
with the end in mind,” she says. “I take
it back to universal design. If something
is built for people with disabilities, it will
work even better for the abled.”
What’s true of accessible spaces is
true of accessible content.
“What I do is dismantle the perception
able-bodied people have of people with
disabilities,” Kennedy-Barrington says.

Print layouts rarely
make a successful
transition to digital
platforms without
some adjustments.

“Even people who want to help — many
of them think it will cost too much.
It takes a little more planning, but
there is no extra material cost if you
build with the end in mind. I take
it back to universal design.
If something is built for
people with disabilities,
it will work even
better for the abled.”
DR. KIMBERLY
KENNEDY-BARRINGTON
MAR
APR
2022
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disability advocate, Navy
veteran, suffers from PTSD, has
undergone ﬁve head surgeries,
thyroid cancer, and suffered a
stroke that caused her to use
a wheelchair

PDFs TO THE
RESCUE … RIGHT?
Then there’s that elephant in the room, right?
Pretty much all of the tools to increase accessibility are digital, which print magazines are
decidedly not. But wait, we almost all have
digital editions! We have PDFs. We can turn just
about any printed content into a PDF and the
problem’s solved, right?
Right?
Turns out … sadly, not so much.
For desktop users with excellent eyesight,
PDFs may seem like a good idea. The fixed
layout promises universal experiences, and they
are harder to modify than some other formats.
However, they generally provide pretty poor
experiences for everyone else.
Mobile and screen-magnifier users have to
zoom and repeatedly scroll in zig-zag patterns
to read long lines of texts or follow a column.
Screen readers often produce gibberish and
sentence fragments if the pages are not
meticulously tagged and labeled. While some
programs do a decent job of automating this
process, best results require a person to go
through and key these items in one at a time.
Keyboard and screen-reader users often find
PDF forms difficult or impossible to complete,
as a visually intuitive layout of a form is often
dramatically different from the reading order
and tab order.
For better accessibility and user experience,
web apps or websites are a better way to get
your content to your audience.

Audio and video components
have captions and transcripts.

Easy Access
Whether you consider them in
the planning phase or are adapting existing content to be more
accessible, a number of factors
are worth considering when
appraising your content.

Avoid using color
alone to provide
meaning.

Avoid using images of text.

Meaningful links are
self-explanatory
even out of context
(unlike “click here”).

Tables have real
header cells, not just
background colors.
Alternative text
describes each image’s
meaning in context.

Color contrast is
strong enough
for users with
low vision or
colorblindness.

Headings are formatted
as H1/H2/H3 elements,
not just big, bold text.

iStock.com/Kittisak_Taramas/kadirkaba/Golden Sikorka

Identify languages for
screen readers: “Español”
without a language
tag is “A Spaniel.”

Lists are formatted
as lists, not just
symbols and
numbers.

Avoid using sensory
characteristics that disappear
with layout or color perception
changes (“the red items in
the right-hand column”).

“Ableism is the belief that people with
disabilities have no value, especially
economically. Sometimes it’s subtle,
even unconscious. Other times it’s obvious. It’s the venues, events, or content
that aren’t accessible. It’s the way abled
people talk about us rather than to us.”
Kathleen McLane, director of publications program for American Association
on Intellectual and Developmental
Disabilities, deals with the issue of
inclusion and accessibility in media on
a daily basis. It is, in fact, the crux of her
work. One of her biggest struggles is with
breaking the cycle of misconceptions
that are fueled by lack of representation.
“One of the most pervasive and insidious beliefs people have is that people
with disabilities are not competent
enough to participate fully,” she says.
“So their voice is taken away from them.
But then, tell me, how can they possibly

explain that they are competent and
that they deserve to be listened to if they
aren’t allowed to be part of the conversation — any conversation really?”

Give Them a Voice

More and more, people are taking
note of what voices are represented
in your publications and they are
calling out the shortcomings, especially
young professionals.
Wise notes that you don’t have to
look hard or far for recent examples of
#*2/# . #*$ . "- "$*0.'4Ȃ /
content and how people see an organi5/$*)ȅ -2-ю
“When the Washington Post published a
lengthy project about unpaid caregivers
$)( -$я.+ $''ݦ4*0/2*( )2#*
were married to disabled men, it focused
on the perspectives of the caregivers,”
Wise says. “Critics pointed out that the

disabled spouses were rarely quoted in
the piece. Reporting focused on choices
and losses the women faced in order to
care for their disabled partners, which only
perpetuated the incorrect stereotype
that disabled people are a burden.”
Improving accessibility is about
removing barriers to comprehension.
Loss of trust is a barrier that’s far harder
to overcome than providing captions.
“Who is quoted matters. Who is photographed matters. The perspective that
a story is centered on matters,” Wise
says. “In journalism, in entertainment,
in sports, in business — seeing and
hearing from disabled
people over and over again
is how broader culture
is changed.”

MAR
APR
2022

Thomas Marcetti is associate editor for Signature.
He couldn’t think of a quippy way of shoehorning
in that he’s neurodivergent.
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We’re rolling out
the red carpet!

June 22, 2022 | 6:00 PM (ET)
National Housing Center
1201 15th St NW
Washington, DC 20005

SIIA's EXCEL Awards is the largest
and most prestigious program
recognizing excellence and
leadership in association media,
publishing, marketing and
communication.
The nominations are
in—and we are gearing
up to celebrate this
year’s winners!

HELD IN CONJUNCTION WITH:

AM&P NETWORK’S
CONTENT & MARKETING

SUMMIT
JUNE 22-23 — WASHINGTON, D.C.

Tickets for the in-person EXCEL Awards
Gala are now available for purchase. Make
your plans to join us today and get a front
row seat to this year’s best of the best!

Register now at: www.siia.net/excel

AMPLIFY IS FOR DOERS
AM&P Network’s annual
conference presents best-inclass content and marketing
insights for publishers.
Building on years of success, AMPLIFY 2022, AM&P
Network’s Content and Marketing Summit, will bring
together media and publishing practitioners who work
in B2B, association, niche, and subscription publishing
for our best conference yet.
We sat down with Associations Council Director Jen
Smith to get a little sneak peek of what we can expect.
Signature: This year’s conference has a new name:
&251.+=-S[MWXLEXVIǼIGXIHMRXLITVSKVEQQMRK$
Smith: AM&P Network has grown and evolved to be
a broader community than the historic AM&P. This is a
great opportunity to expand your network, learn, and
gain insights as much from outside the association
space as within.
The event programming is designed to reach across
every media sector represented by AM&P Network —
''RMGLIERHRSRTVSǻXƴEW[IPPEWHMZIHIITP]MRXS
challenges facing association media professionals.
Not only that, this is our opportunity to amplify the
voices and perspectives within our community that
are coming to share their insights and expertise in
a range of topics from inclusive language, to event
marketing tactics, to volunteer management, to content monetization.
Signature: What are some other new aspects we can
PSSOJSV[EVHXS$
Smith: Tons of new things going on! We are back in
the National Housing Center this year, but we are using
XLIWTEGIMREHMǺIVIRX[E]
Most notably, we are introducing a gathering lounge
space called AMPLIFY: Connect. The lounge, sponsored by knk Publishing, will be an “always-open”
space to meet up with peers and friends, charge your
phone, and grab a treat. Knk Publishing is planning
some fun special events too.

Associations
Council Director
Jen Smith

While operating entirely
online has allowed AM&P Network to expand in new ways, we are
a truly social and friendly bunch that
craves in-person connections. We know
how many connections and reconnections
happen in person, and we are excited to bring
that to our entire Network community.
Safety is incredibly important to us, so everyone
will be required to show proof of vaccination, and
we will continue to require masks indoors, as well as
other safety precautions planned.
Signature: AM&P Network keynotes have always been
WLS[WXSTTIVW;LEXQEOIWXLMW]IEVƶWWTIGMEP$
Smith: As incoming Associations Council president,
Stacy Brooks Whatley will host and moderate “We are
the Change Makers: DEI Change & Progress Through
Communication.” Our community includes so many
people who individually and collectively make DEI
change and progress through the work they do every
day. By bringing a panel of AM&P Network peers
together, we can amplify their work so that others can
take their own steps to implement change.
The talk will provide not only a high level view of
projects and initiatives, but also clear steps and ideas
that you can take with you.

siia.net/amplify

Turn up the volume on your
publishing efforts

AM&P NETWORK’S
CONTENT & MARKETING

SUMMIT
JUNE 22-23 — WASHINGTON, D.C.
We’re amplifying the strong legacy of the
AM&P Annual Meeting by bringing together
media and publishing pros working in
associations, B2B and niche publishing.

On the Main Stage
We Are the Change Makers:
How Associations Pros Are Driving
Multi-level DEI Progress

Stacy Brooks Whatley
Director, Marketing & Communications,
American Physiological Society
Editor-in-Chief, The Physiologist Magazine
Incoming President, AM&P Network
Associations Council

As communicators and content creators, sometimes
the most effective change we can make is through
language. The AM&P Network community is brimming
with people who individually and collectively make DEI
change and progress through the work they do every
day. Hosted by incoming Associations Council
President Stacy Brooks Whatley, hear from several
AM&P Network leaders who have shown proven
progress on the front lines of DEI change.

Register now at: www.siia.net/amplify

Breakouts
Two tracks of programming focused on content and marketing strategies:

Universal

Specialized

Strategies that work for
publishing pros in all media
sectors

Strategies targeted to the speciﬁc
nuances of publishing within an
association or nonproﬁt

Community

Celebration

new! AMPLIFY: CONNECT!
This always-open lounge, sponsored by knk
publishing, is the perfect gathering space to
reconnect with long-time friends and make
new connections throughout the event.

Co-located with the 2022
EXCEL Awards Gala, don't
miss your opportunity to
see this years best of the
best in association media!

an old IDEA SWAP
fave! Give and take samples from publications
throughout our community, sponsored by
Lane Press.

Industry Insights
Hear from industry experts in
our speed talk session.

Networking and
Engagement
z Roundtables on topics important to you
z Community Engagement Room
z Exhibits and support from industry experts

SAFETY

REGISTRATION

Safety is our #1 priority. SIIA
AM&P Network will require
proof of vaccination, including
booster shots for those who
are eligible, as well as masks
worn by all attendees.

www.siia.net/amplify/registration
Early Bird Member pricing
is $625. Register before
May 9 for savings!

Bring the team!
Group rates include discounts for groups
of 3 or more.

JUNE 22-23 — WASHINGTON, D.C.

Stand out from
the crowd
Why be a sponsor at AMPLIFY 2022?
AMPLIFY offers sponsorships at a variety of price points.
Sponsorships offer quality engagement with our community
that build long-term relationships.
Some sponsorships are coupled with speaking opportunities.
Sponsorships show a commitment to helping attendees
have a richer experience.

And remember — the earlier you sign on,
the more exposure you’ll get!

Thank you to our sponsors

PREMIER CORPORATE UNDERWRITER

CORPORATE SPONSOR

Thank you to all our AMPLIFY
sponsors and exhibitors: (as of 3-21)
Bonotom

Lane Press

Command Shift Option

MelEdits

First Story Strategies

Mohanna Representatives

Good Printers

Silverbrook Design and
Marketing

Interpro Translation Solutions
I Can Write About Anything
knk Publishing

Readex
Walsworth

DESIGN PARTNER

Interested in
learning more?
Contact Ellie Dunn at
ellie@carldunn.com

Download the Sponsorship
and Exhibit information:

bit.ly/amplifysalesheet

SIIA’s Associations, Media, and Publishing Network
Association Council, is the only membership you need to
access a broad array of expertise and knowledge to help you
solve today’s challenges, while also learning from leaders
within your close-knit association publishing community!

FIND YOUR PEOPLE IN THE
AM&P NETWORK ASSOCIATIONS COUNCIL!
We know how important it is to connect with peers, leaders
and other professionals in the association space. AM&P
Network's Associations Council is a trusted, inclusive
community that supports our peers, encouraging shared
learning and idea sharing.
Beneﬁts of the Associations Council:
Signature magazine print and digital access
Monthly virtual programs, including Lunch & Learn series
AMPlify newsletter series
Opportunity to earn CAE credits from online and
in-person educational programming
Members-only online community through Slack
Original in-depth content across the media
landscape
Highly prestigious awards programs
(EXCELS and Neals)

Additional beneﬁts:
NEW. AM&P Network’s 40 Minute
Editorial Training Series. This 9-part
series reviews the fundamentals of
editorial and content strategies,
from SEO to data journalism to
newsletter strategy.
NEW. Peer-to-Peer Problem &
Solutions Sessions. Bring your top
publishing challenges and ideas to this
interactive session to share with and
learn from your peers.
NEW. Signature Live webinar events.
Take the story from the page giving you
access to authors and experts from top
Signature stories (CAE eligible).

Learn more SIIA.net/amp-network

Two packed days of headliners,
peer-to-peer learning and
special events (not to mention
the EXCEL Awards Gala!) in an
inclusive, friendly environment.
Plus, CAE eligibility for those
looking to earn credits.

ASSOCIATION COUNCIL
2022 NEW MEMBER RATE STRUCTURE
NonProﬁt Organization Rates:
Membership for 1-3 Staff:

$535

Membership for 4-9 Staff:

$960

Membership for 10+ Staff:

$1,405

Need more
reasons to join?
Check these out!
Connect with industry professionals to
build your network inside and outside
your community.
Stay ahead of policies and help shape
the future of the industry though best
practices.
Access to member discounts on
meetings, events and award entries
to help save you money.

Find out how
membership can help
you and your staff
stay in the know.
Visit siia.net/membership to get
your membership started today!
Questions? Contact
membership@siia.net

Learn more SIIA.net/amp-network

